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Invoking the Russell-Einstein Manifesto against Nuclear War

By Emanuel Pastreich, March 01, 2023

The need for intellectuals to commit themselves body and soul to the common good, and
the opposition to world war, and nuclear war, is only the greater at this horrible moment of
taunting and daring launched by Presidents Biden and Putin today.

China’s Peace Plan for Ukraine: America Does Not Want Peace, Prepare for a Horrific Global
War?

By Michael Snyder, February 28, 2023

Of course any peace plan proposed by China was not going to be perfect.  But for the good
of humanity our leaders should be willing to at least sit down and talk with the Russians. 
Because if we stay on the path that we are currently on, eventually somebody will use
nuclear weapons.

Western Leaders Privately Say Ukraine Can’t Win the War

By Joe Lauria, February 28, 2023

Western leaders privately told Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky that Ukraine can not
win the war against Russia and that it should begin peace talks with Moscow this year in
exchange for closer ties with NATO.

Video: “Never Again Is Now Global”: Part IV. This Time Around We’re All Jews

By Vera Sharav and Children’s Health Defense, February 28, 2023
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Never Again Is  Now Global,”  a  five-part  docuseries highlighting the parallels  between Nazi
Germany  and  global  pandemic  policies.  Each  one-hour  episode  focuses  on  recent
testimonies  by  Holocaust  survivors  and  their  descendants  who  discuss  comparisons
between the early repressive stages under the Nazi regime that culminated in the Holocaust
and global COVID-19 policies.

Calling the 2014 Overthrow of Ukraine’s Yanukovych a “U.S. Coup” Is True, and Extremely
Important.

By Eric Zuesse, February 28, 2023

On February 25th, Elon Musk tweeted “That election was arguably dodgy, but no question
that there was indeed a coup.” By “That election,” he was referring to Viktor Yanukovych’s
having won the Presidency of Ukraine in an election.

Avalon Militarism. Australia’s Air Show, a Celebration of Aerospace

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, February 28, 2023

Also known as the Australian International Airshow and Aerospace and Defence Exposition,
Avalon 2023 promises to “showcase” much in the “dynamic world of aviation, aerospace
and space, new materials, fuels and ways of flying”.

The Antiwar Movement Roars Back to Life

By Rep. Ron Paul, February 28, 2023

On February 19th, the National Mall in Washington, DC saw its largest antiwar rally in 20
years. The speakers list included four former US presidential candidates and a broad and
diverse collection of antiwar activists from beyond the left and right.

Call for the Total Evacuation of East Palestine Due to Extremely Toxic “Dioxin Fallout” that
Will Poison the Land and Crops for Generations

By Mike Adams, February 28, 2023

The  toxic  cloud  event  that’s  dropping  extremely  toxic  dioxins  across  a  large  area  of
residential housing and farmland was deliberately generated by the open burning of vinyl
chloride, creating combustion byproducts of dioxins which are many orders of magnitude
more toxic and dangerous than the original substance.
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A Nanny State Idiocracy: When the Government Thinks It Knows Best

By John W. Whitehead and Nisha Whitehead, February 28, 2023

The  government’s  bureaucratic  attempts  at  muscle-flexing  by  way  of  overregulation  and
overcriminalization have reached such outrageous limits that federal and state governments
now require on penalty of a fine that individuals apply for permission before they can grow
exotic orchids, host elaborate dinner parties, gather friends in one’s home for Bible studies,
give coffee to the homeless, let their kids manage a lemonade stand, keep chickens as pets,
or braid someone’s hair, as ludicrous as that may seem.

By Rejecting China’s Peace Plan West Pushes Beijing Closer to Russia

By Lucas Leiroz de Almeida, February 28, 2023

On the first anniversary of the Russian special military operation in Ukraine, China presented
a peace plan, aimed at re-establishing diplomacy and bilateral negotiations. Consisting of
twelve  points,  the  proposal  reflects  the  stance  of  neutrality  of  the  Chinese  government,
which has refused to support anti-Russian resolutions at the UN, maintaining a strong direct
dialogue  with  Moscow which  allows  it  to  develop  more  realistic  proposals,  unlike  the
Western unilateral demands of Russia’s retreat.
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